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TEXT:

//((RECEPTION GOOD; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM))

(0000) HEADLINES
1. (0033) A340 AIRBUS HAS MADE ITS FIRST TEST FLIGHT. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
2. (0229) AMERICAN DOCTOR HELPED TWO PATIENTS PRACTICE EUTHANASIA. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
3. (0440) FABIUS IS LODGING A COMPLAINT AGAINST FORMER DIRECTOR GENERAL OF HEALTH JACQUES ROUX. THE LATTER IS ACCUSING FABIUS OF DIVERTING FUNDS FROM HEALTH BUDGET TO OTHER USES. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
4. (0633) PRIVATE RADIO STATIONS CELEBRATE TEN YEARS OF FREEDOM. REPORT OVER VIDEO EXAMINES SUCCESS AND FAILURE OF PRIVATE RADIO. INTERVIEW IN STUDIO WITH INDEPENDENT RADIO REPRESENTATIVE.
5. (1300) FOREIGN MINISTRY HAS URGED FRENCH TO LEAVE ZAIRE. (NO VIDEO)
6. (1327) DUBROVNIK IS STILL UNDER SIEGE. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
7. (1513) FRENCH-IRANIAN AGREEMENT SHOULD BE SIGNED TODAY. (NO VIDEO)
6. (1530) FIFTEEN MEMBER PALESTINIAN DELEGATION HAS ARRIVED IN JORDAN.
9. (1555) JUSTICE MINISTER IS TRYING TO CREATE DEPARTMENTAL COURTS FOR WHICH HE INSTALLED NATIONAL VIDEO COMMUNICATION NETWORK. THIS HAS BEEN BOYCOTTED BY MAGISTRATES. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
10. (1805) JOURNALIST PIERRE PEAN HAS FOUND A BUG ON HIS TELEPHONE LINE. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
11. (2006) NIORT UNIVERSITY IS DISTRIBUTING MEAL TOKENS TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
12. (2233) MANAGER OF FRENCH RUGBY TEAM HAS RESIGNED. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
13. (2429) SPORTS PERSONALITY R. ROCHER HAS RECEIVED PRESIDENTIAL PARDON FOR HIS 800,000 FRANC FINE.
14. (2628) SCIENTISTS AND MILITARY HOLD UFO MEETING IN BRUSSELS. * REPORT OVER VIDEO.
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15. (2842) THEATRE PREVIEW. IN STUDIO INTERVIEW OF ACTRESS.
16. (3349) FINANCIAL NEWS.
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